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About Magnet

Magnet is a not-for-profit, digital social 
innovation platform housed at Ryerson 
University in Toronto, Canada.

Our mission is to accelerate inclusive economic 
growth for all in Canada by advancing careers, 
businesses and communities.



What we Offer 



Overview of Platform Functionality

Job Matching & 
Custom Job Board

Targeted 
messaging

Targeted 
Learning Centre

Manage Clients &
Employers

Data Reporting & 
Productivity Tools



How we match



Job Matching Methods

Through extensive and continued research within the employment services sector, two key types of job 
matching methods have emerged which we continue to explore:

Taxonomy

“Taxonomy” refers to the orderly list and classification of 
criteria. From an employment services perspective, job 
criteria are available to be selected through an exhaustive 
selection list of options that:
1. Support the job seeker in showcasing themselves 

professionally; and

2. Allow for the use of exactly matching options on the 
Employer’s side when posting jobs.

Job Seeker

• Job Seekers can also partake in an assessment that 
evaluates and/or validates any particular job criteria.

• A variety of types of assessments exist, such as aptitude 
tests, career tests, pre-employment behavioral 
assessments, etc., all with their own benefits and 
disadvantages. 



Taxonomy-Based Matching

There are a variety of methods by which job seekers can be matched to employment opportunities through 
matching taxonomy. The following relevant criteria can be matched through a taxonomical approach:

”Traditional” Criteria

• Work Experience
• Academic Experience

Less Traditional Criteria Include:

• Certification/credential-based   matching
• Skills-based matching



Experience Matching



Job Seekers Input into a Profile
Upon registration, job seekers are promoted to fill out their job seeker profiles.

Job Seekers either begin to input their experiences into their profile manually, or can upload a resume to 
expedite the process.



Work Experience Matching

Job seekers fill out detailed 
work experience on their 
profiles, such as the industry, 
duties in the position, and 
skills learned on the job

Correlating 
selection options 
are then available 
on the employer’s 
side when 
creating a job 
posting, 
generating 
matches for job 
seekers who meet 
the criteria.



Educational Experience Matching

Job seekers fill out 
detailed educational 
experience on their 
profiles, such as the 
subject area

Correlating selection 
options are then 
available on the 
employer’s side when 
creating a job posting, 
generating matches for 
job seekers who meet 
the criteria.



Credential Matching



Credentials or Certifications Matching

Similarly, job seekers can enter certification of licenses by name or issuing institution into their online profile.

Correlating selection options are then available on the employer’s side when creating a job posting, generating matches for 
job seekers who meet the criteria.



Assessment or “fit based” Matching



Aptitude (or, “Fit-Based”) Matching 
Magnet has partnered with Lumina Learning to provide another way to match candidates. 

Individuals complete a psychometric assessment, and receive a measure of their “fit” for roles that have 
previously been benchmarked. “Fit” scores are created based on how well the individual’s qualities outlined 
from the assessment support key behaviours required in a given role.

Working under Pressure 
Engaging and Energizing 
Pursuing and Achieving Goals 
Planning and Organizing
Ensuring Accountability 
Working Together 
Being Interpersonally Astute 
Supporting Others

8 Core Competencies of RoleIndividual’s Assessment Results 



The Community Model of Deployment 



COMMUNITIES

The Magnet Platform is a system designed from 
inception to create “Community Hubs”, which 
refer to our Partners’ individualized instances of 
the platform.

Users enter their “communities” on Magnet 
through their Landing Page, which are custom 
branded partner pages which collect the Partner’s 
constituent data. 

(For example, their Job Seekers and/or Employers 
that sign up for an account through their landing 
page.)



What can a community 
on magnet do?

Partner account owners can send out content to users in their community, such as:

• Targeted Messages
• Event Notifications
• Job Postings
• Learning Centre content / educational modules.

Partner account owners can also collect data on their constituents (either aggregate data, or personalized data solicited 
with consent.)

The constituents of a partner’s community are known as “Affiliates”.



Data and Insights



The Affiliate 
Dashboard

Our affiliate dashboard allows partner account 
user to see the personal information, job 
invites, and fit-scores of each job-seeking user 
who has signed in through your page. 
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